Measuring Your Impact

“How much of an impact do my contributions on nanoHUB have? Are people using my resources? I wonder how many people are using my tools? How many times did my work get cited?”

As contributors, we all want to know what impact we have when it comes to our work. We frequently find ourselves asking questions such as those above with no easy way to uncover the accurate answers. The NCN Team understands the importance of evaluating contribution impact. So to help make the search for these answers just a little easier we came up with a way to bring this information directly to your inbox.

Soon when you publish your work on nanoHUB.org, you will receive a monthly impact update email that highlights:

1. A count of your nanoHUB contributions, both in total and over the past 30 days
2. The number of users for your contributions, both in total and over the past 30 days
3. The number of times your contributions have been cited in literature
4. Classroom usage including the number of students & classes using your contributions

The monthly impact statement will also feature your top resources including the total number of users of each resource (which you can share with your social circle on social media in a click of a button).

But that’s not all! To help you keep your resource users’ happy, the impact statement highlights “recent activity” for your resources. Each month this allows you to see the exact number of open questions, open tickets, and reviews for those resources.

Heads Up - Keep Your Tools Running!

Attention Tool Developers/Users!

Starting early April (04/06/2015), we will no longer use Debian 5 (Lenny). If you’re a tool developer, please test and re-publish your tools on the new version of Debian to keep them working.

Quick Reminder: nanoHUB-U Course

It is not too late to register for the Organic Electronic Devices course taught by Professor Bryan Boudouris on edX.

Course start date: February 12th, 2015
Course length: 7 weeks

Featured Tools

Nanosphere Optics Lab Field Simulator
Study of the Electric field induced by Light-Nanoparticle interaction
OMEN Nanowire
Full-band 3D quantum transport simulation in nanowire structure
Analytic Spin Precession Simulator
Simulate spin precession effect in pure silicon
Nisin Diffusion Tool
Simulate cell fluorescence based on nisin concentration

FOLLOW US

Link your homepages to nanoHUB.org. Click here
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